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February 1, 2019 By Jessie Oleson Moore & filed under Art Blog. Drawing with pencil is an art form that you can jump into at any age. It requires very few supplies and — honestly! — isn’t hard to learn. In fact, if you know how to hold and use a pencil (check!), you already have the basic graphite skills needed to start working with this versatile
medium. Our beginner’s guide to drawing with pencil can help you with the rest. Skeptical? Try the quickie sketching tutorial below. You’ll be amazed at how easy it is to make your first pencil drawing of a simple object. And once you master these basics, you’ll have the skills (and confidence) to move on to more complex subjects. Get ready to make
your mark! What You Need There are a few tools you need to get started on your sketching journey. Pencils David Pennington/Unsplash Clearly! But in the art world, there’s more to choose from than the standard #2. Pencils are graded by both number and letter, with “H” being harder and “B” being softer (or blacker). Within each letter category,
there are numbers denoting degrees of hardness or softness; the higher the number, the softer the pencil. Confused? That’s okay! You don’t have to know exactly what letter/number you need, or even what you’ll be drawing, to buy pencils. Simply pick up a variety of H and B pencils (even fancy models won’t set you back much) and you’ll be covered.
What about mechanical pencils? Yes, they can be great. They never require sharpening and are terrific for line work, hatching and cross-hatching. They’re not as good as regular pencils for soft shading, though. If you’re serious about drawing with pencil, it’s a great idea to figure out what types of tip (fatter? finer?) and graphite hardness you like,
and then take the leap into buying a high-quality mechanical pencil. Pencil Sharpener You’ll need a good one. A great choice for beginners is a manual pencil sharpener with two openings. Each will sharpen the pencil to a different type of tip, so this will give you a lot of drawing versatility. Eraser Picsfive/Getty Images/iStockphoto Erasers aren’t just
for do-overs and clean-ups. They can also used for shading and special effects. Even if your pencil has an eraser on the end, it will be worn down in no time. A soft gum eraser or a “big pink” eraser (like the eraser on the end of a pencil but larger) are both great, low-cost choices. Paper If you’re just getting started with pencil drawing, you probably
don’t want to be using expensive paper from the get-go. You’ll want to invest in two types of paper: sketch paper, which is cheap and ideal for testing out ideas and refining techniques; and higher-quality archival drawing paper , which is thicker and has a gentle “tooth” that’s ideal for graphite, for when you’re ready to work on a final piece. You can
even transfer the sketches you’d like to develop into finished pieces onto good paper using transfer paper. Drawing with Pencil in Four Easy Steps Apply the basics of this tutorial in all your drawing endeavors. 1. Choose a Reference Image If you’re just getting started, a photograph is a great reference choice because it won’t move or change on you
as you work. Go with something basic like a flower or simple object. In this example, we’ll use a donut. 2. Make an Outline Draw the basic shape of your object, but don’t worry about realism here. It’s okay to take some liberties. 3. Add Tones and Textures Once you’re happy with your basic sketch, you can start filling in and refining your drawing.
Evaluate your reference image for distinct textures to convey in your drawing. In the case of the donut, the “cake” part has a slightly uneven texture. You could start by filling in that area using small light circular motions (known as scumbling). To add some definition, darken the scumbling around the edges or add hatching (linear lines) or crosshatching (crisscrossing lines) to portions of the radius of the donut that correspond with the darker portions of the reference image. 4. Refine Your Drawing Finesse your drawing by using various pencil marks to shade and highlight certain areas. Using a variety of tones will suggest color even in a black-and-white piece. Start slow (you can always
make an image darker, but making it lighter is more difficult) and pause every now and again to look at your image from a distance. It will help you determine what areas need more shading. You can take the drawing as far as you’d like from this point, working it into a highly detailed work or leaving it more loose. Follow your intuition and make the
drawing your own! Photos via Unicorn Love unless otherwise noted Learn More Now Get more must-know tips from a pro and complete four projects step-by-step in our class Startup Library: Learn to Draw. LEARN MORE Tags: art, beginner, draw, still life Pencil sketching has long been a popular art form, and it’s no wonder why. Sketching with a
pencil is versatile, portable, and requires only a few basic art supplies. With just a few tools you can create an incredibly detailed and beautiful work of art. There are many styles in which you can sketch with a pencil, all ranging from simplistic lines to complex drawings and sketches. Learning a variety of different sketching techniques can take your
pencil drawings to a whole new level, bringing greater depth and refinement to the artwork you create. Here, we share a variety of pencil sketching techniques to try in your next creation. Read on to discover our top sketching tips and techniques. Selecting Your Sketching Equipment The shades, textures and shadows you are able to create on the
page are not entirely limited by your breadth of techniques. Without proper knowledge of your equipment, you could be limiting yourself significantly. Generally, softer graphite pencils will allow a darker, softer tone, while harder graphite will offer a harder line and a more pointed end. For most effective work, having a few pencil options in your
sketching tool kit is essential. 1. Hatching & Cross-Hatching These methods are very common and effective ways to add depth to your sketches through shading. When it comes to well-known pencil drawing styles that can level up your sketches, hatching & cross-hatching is at the top of the list of skills you should learn. Hatching is essentially a
series of lines drawn along the main line of your drawing to create shadow and depth. These lines shouldn’t touch. Cross-hatching is a series of lines used in the same way, but where they intersect. The closer these lines, the darker the shading in your drawing will be. 2. Stippling Stippling is the art of adding dots to add shading and depth, similar to
hatching or cross-hatching. The closer the dots, the deeper the effect. To ensure that your dots show up and make a better impact, it’s best to use softer graphite for this effect, as it comes out darker. 3. Scribbling Everyone has created idle scribbles on a piece of paper when waiting on hold during a telephone call. But scribbling is actually a drawing
technique that can be very effective. The characteristics of a scribbled sketch can be identified by the erratic, uneven and definitely not straight lines within the piece. Using random movements across the paper will result in a somewhat deconstructed image, and the more irregular lines created closer together, the darker it will appear. 4. Circling
Control the tone your pencil produces by simply adjusting the amount of pressure you place on it. To create smooth transitions you can make small circular strokes that give you a more blended appearance. It’s important to note that you shouldn’t make small circles with perceptible lines. Instead, move the pencil around in a circular motion when
adding pressure. For this approach, a duller pencil works best. 5. Smooth Shading & Blending To add a cleaner shading element to your drawing, you can try smooth shading. This can be done in a number of ways, including using your finger or a rolled-up piece of paper to blend in hatching or cross-hatching This will give your sketch a smoother
appearance. You can also blend simply by angling your pencil to utilise the wider edge, creating thicker lines that create the appearance of shadows and shading. 6. Creating Highlights Just as you would add shading to create depth and shadows to your sketch, you can also create highlights. Highlights can help indicate where your light source is
coming from and add extra detail, showing reflective surfaces. One great way to create this effect is by using an eraser to remove some of the pigment or shading to create lighter areas to indicate the absence of darkness. 7. Rendering The practice of rendering takes the above technique to the next level. Rendering is essentially an approach to
pencil sketching where you apply graphite to your paper, and then remove some with your eraser to add the highlighting effect. It’s an ongoing process of applying and removing the graphite and results in a very soft, almost blurred effect. We stock drawing pencils from leading art brands like Faber-Castell, Daler-Rowney and more. We also offer a
fantastic selection of erasers and sketching pads and paper. Shop our range to experiment with your pencil drawing technique!
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